
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MEMORANDUM

DATE: October 10, 2018

TO: Honorable City Council
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall

Attention: Honorable Mike Bonin, Chair, Transportation Comm

Seleta i. Reynolds, General Manager, Department of Transportati 
Stephen David. Simon, Executive Director, Department on Disabsn

FROM:

RESTORATION OF THE ACCESSIBLE PARKING ZONE {APZj PROGRAM (CF 14-1529)SUBJECT:

This report is a status update on the City Council's directive to the Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation (LADOT), in coordination with the Department on Disability (DOD), to re-establish the 
City’s Accessible Parking Zone (APZ) program.

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the City Council:

AUTHORIZE the proposed modifications to the APZ ("Blue Curb") program, which provide the 
following:
® A process to meet "reasonable accommodations" as determined by DOD to provide APZs to 

disabled constituents;
• A criteria for the removal of existing "legacy" Blue Curb zones; 
m A multi-departmental APZ evaluation and delivery process.

1.

AUTHORIZE LADOT, with the support of DOD. to make technical corrections and adjustments to 
the "APZ Program Rules ana Procedures" as necessary, to ensure that the policy remains aligned 
with ongoing updates to State and Federal ADA standards.

2.

BACKGROUND

Federal and State guidelines including the Public Rights of Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG), the 
California Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA-MUTCD), and Caltrans Standard Plans have 
approved accessibility requirements for APZs. The requirements include provisions for access ramp and 
sidewalk improvements, the removal of adjacent obstructions, and details about marking and signing 
the APZs.

On November 5, 2014, Councilmembers Huizar and Bonin introduced CF 14-1529 that instructed LADOT, 
in coordination with the Bureau of Street Services (BSS) and DOD, to report on the status of installing 
on-street blue curb zones to create disabled parking spaces and recommendations to establish a viable 
blue curb installation program. On January 4, 2017, City Council authorized LADOT to designate parking
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space for public benefit, typically at the beginning of a block, for accessible parking to serve the entire 
block. Council also directed LADOT, DOD, BOE, and BSS to establish the City's Accessible Parking Zone 
program and to report back on challenges, number of zones installed, and recommended modifications 
to the policy and/or approval and installation processes.

DISCUSSION

Per Council direction, LADOT partnered with DOD to process requests and evaluate APZ installations. 
LADOT and DOD collaborated on field reviews of 35 APZ sites and other accessibility issues.

Number of Zones Instaffed/Requests Received
There are currently 685 open APZ requests in the City of Los Angeies. Eighty percent of requests come 
from residents in the Central, Southern and Hollywood districts.

As of August 2018:
• DOD received over 2,000 inquiries on APZs.
• DOD received over 900 applications for APZs,
« LADOT mailed over 2000 applications for APZs, with 80% for non-comer locations.
* DOD processed over 650 completed APZ applications.
# Five APZs are pending approval from DOD for installation.

Challenges
The scope of the initial APZ pilot project was to create a process to receive requests for APZs, and to 
install them at either the beginning or the end of the block. Critical challenges were identified during 
this initial pilot project. These issues included:

A large number of disabled constituents require immediate assistance to access their homes, 
and the projected evaluation, design, and delivery times for requested APZs were unable to 
accommodate their immediate needs.
Many APZ applicants moved or changed jobs during the evaluation and installation periods, 
which indicates a need for both a quicker processing time and a procedure to remove any 
abandoned APZs or legacy Blue Curb zones.
The pilot program's limited scope restricting APZs to corner locations was misaligned with the 
desires of the disabled community (80% of the requested APZs were for mid-block locations, 
creating a potential 80% denial rate simply due to location/ leaving many constituents without 
a "reasonable accommodation."
The rigidity of the current standards for the design and implementation of APZs required costly 
or infeasible modifications, such as the addition of ramps, sidewalk upgrades, and removals or 
relocations of trees, utility poles, fire hydrants, bus shelters and benches, and other roadside 
obstacles, that could not be accomplished in a timely manner and required coordination with 
the Department of Public Works (DPW).
The accepted standards for providing APZs often conflict and new standards were issued during 
the pilot project evaluation period.
As a result of untimely response or denial of a request, constituents often submitted duplicate 
requests to LADOT, 3-1-1, and DOD, which caused confusion and increased the delay in 
responding to other requests.
There was no single point of entry to control and monitor the evaluation and delivery process. 
The current Caitrans Standard Drawing RSP A90B (Attachment C) prohibits any curbside 
obstructions adjacent to APZs, other than the posts that the APZ signs are mounted on,

#
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including street furniture, street trees, guy wires, utility cabinets, fire hydrants, mailboxes, and 
others. This impacts other Boards, Departments, and Bureaus that construct or permit 
improvements within sidewalks, which requires new policies and staff training to avoid placing 
obstructions adjacent to APZs.

Proposed Accessible Parking Zone (APZ) Program
Based upon the numerous and substantial challenges in the initial APZ program, LADOT and DOD have 
proposed a revised Accessible Parking Zone (APZ) Program, which is intended to be the permanent 
program upon Council adoption of this report. The attached "Accessible Parking Zone {APZ} Program 
Rules and Procedures" provides the details of the recommended APZ Program. The new proposed APZ 
program offers a number of enhancements compared to the pilot program including:

* A broader menu of service options to accept requests for midblock APZs, and to provide DOD 
the authority to determine "reasonable accommodations" in specific cases, in order to allow 
interim, or multi-phase, implementation of APZs, especially at midblock locations.

® Coordinated involvement from DPW to address accessibility issues where curb, sidewalk, or 
removal of roadside obstacles is required before LADOT can install a conditionally approved APZ.

* Opportunity to provide an interim solution while a more complex, ultimate solution is underway
* A policy for the removal of legacy blue curbs.

* A streamlined process and evaluation strategy to address the backlog of requests and reduce 
response times moving forward (Attachment C).

* An appeals process.

Other Boards, Departments, and Bureaus involved with planning and permitting development should 
adopt policies advising developers and applicants about the accessibility requirements for on-street 
APZs (and also accessible passenger loading zones) early in the review process. This includes the 
Department of City Planning, Department of Building and Safety, and Housing Authority of the City of 
Los Angeles. In particular, construction that necessitates long-term removal of accessible zones may/wiii 
require alternate accessible facilities. Medical facilities, adult day care facilities, schools, churches, 
senior housing, and businesses that will require valet parking zones are common requesters for on
street Passenger Loading Zones or APZs after construction Is complete. When these types of 
developments occur, we will advise that street improvements are needed prior to the approval of on
site improvement to prevent denials or costly retrofits, and to provide the desired accommodations 
after construction has been completed.

Staffing and Training
DOD wifi be seeking two additional full-time position authorities in its 2019 budget request to 
accommodate additional staff training. To process requests that have accumulated during the past year 
and address the surge of studies foliowing the approval of this report, LADOT will hire three Student 
Professional Workers for the remainder of the current fiscal year. LADOT can sustain this program in 
future years with an additional staff position that functions as a liaison with DOD, provides dedicated 
evaluations of APZ requests, and prepares work orders to install and maintain approved APZs. LADOT 
will Include this position in our 2019-20 budget request.

Technical training on ADA issues in the public right-of-way is essential for the sustainability of the APZ 
program, and we suggest it as mandatory training for staff in LADOT, DOD, and DPW. DOD is the 
recommended lead agency to identify and coordinate training efforts.
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FISCAL IMPACT

Based on the knowledge, experience, and findings of the pilot program, the fiscal impact to the General 
Fund to re-establish the Accessible Parking Zone program is moderate. The newly identified 
implementation costs wifi be borne by existing programs or incorporated into development and capital 
improvement projects. However, at locations where the implementation of an APZ requires a new 
sidewalk or curb ramp, removal of a tree, or relocation of a utility pole, the costs may be substantial. 
This program tries to identify where low cost services can be delivered, and separates those requests 
from others that may be more costly and time consuming.

ATTACHMENTS:
Accessible Parking Zone (APZ) Program Rules and Procedures 
APZ Application Review Flow Chart 
Caitrans Standard Drawing RSP A90B

A,
R.
C.
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ATTACHMENT A

ACCESSIBLE PARKING ZONE {APT} PROGRAM 

RULES AND PROCEDURES 

(Revised October 11, 2018)

1, GOAL

To provide specially designated on-street parking spaces that provide reasonable 

accommodations to persons with disabilities.

2. AP2 REQUEST CATEGORIES

a, Mew Sidewalk Construction When the APZ request Is for a location where new

sidewalk or curbs are being installed. The following items should also be included by the 

■ 'ontwetog developer, or agency responsible for the new sidewalk or curb(s):

ADA compliant cud.) ramps at each corner shat the svfewalk connects to 

(Caitums DIB 82 06), and compliance with Oaltrars Standard plans RSP ABBA 

and A90B, or equivalent adoptee Cty of i os Angeies Bureau of Engineering 
standard plan, and Calfrans DIB 824)6.

Any existing passenger loading zoom adjacent to rhe sidewalk sf~ai! be upgraded 

to the extent technically feasible to provide at least one accessible passenger 

wading zone in every continuous 100 linear feel of loading zone or fraction 
thereof (ADA 2010 Section 209, PROWAG Chapter R2, R21S).

An passenger loading zones shall comply to the extent technically feasible with 

? ROW AG standards, Chapter Rm R21h. and Chapter R3, 431043310.3.4. 

Accessible passenger loading zones must be provided at these raol'cles wheCsor 

or ref passenger loading zones planned, preferably onwte ana out of the 

on rule OglA of way out cthei wise m the public ngbooh wav w w 

u---- zu v--: atom wchdso to uvz extent : !v n-vrahv tvmahw-

1. :..k e w-od mudv.al r are .vv: Is: oiisou vimg teon zrr T 

period of stay exceeds 24 hours (iocoiea at. an accessible entrance!

(ADA 2010 Section 209.3}

2. Parking facilities where valet parking service Is provided (ADA 2010 
Section 209.4}

When a minimum number of APZs are required (see Section 4), they should be 

installed taking into consideration that those spaces should be closest to the 

front door of the facility they serve, providing the sidewalk ught cf way is wide 

enough to accommodate? an access aisle with access rampfs] in compliance with 

!...i: ■ ■■■.; ■ i:: ; :■ .;i v i ■';■' i,v DC Chapter R.3, R309.2..I, and shall Do installed

Plan RSP A90B. Where APZs are to be placed at 

sek, either because the sidewalk is mariecuato. or 

■■!■■■■■ mi ww - a ; :'; .w v'm i m. doses'. in the front door of the facility It serves,

m.

D-n m- of

WOrvc- fh
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hi 1 his wen a no, i.Ai )()'■'. ObW, and any m her won Dari agency (Mi A) wall be 

engaged until a resolution that providers wasonawe accomrnodaT.nns it 
approved by DOD.

See Section 4 for the minimum nymhw of required APZs.

000 is authorized to determine any "reasonable accommodations" necessary to 

deviate from the genera* guidelines, at detailed in Section H. 

it is acceptable tor i ADO'S to provide a conditions! approval of an APZ, oending 

the installation or removal of the specified herns. Conditional approvals wiN 
expire after 2 years, unless otherwise specified by LADOT.

Once the required items are installed or removed, and i.ADOf is notified by DOD 

that they can proceed, LADOT will provide a prioritized implementation of the 
APZ. .

The required installation or removal of specific items necessary to qua'ey the 

location tor an APZ can he accomplished in trio following manners-

1. bequest can no wade to DF'VV to add the location to hue roAe? w 
odewdlk repairs.

2, Some cost sharing arrangement can be identified, and approved by 
Counci! Motion.

ML

in.

v.

dL Structurally Impractical or Technically infeasible When the request is completely 

infeasible, due to physical constraints, otherwise unresolvahle field, or safety 

conditions. These conditions may include the absence cd an adequate street, su: wee, ;he 

absence of an existing euro or parkway or sidewalk, a slope so seven: that hfoewMoy 

concerns may apply, the prohibition of on-street parking, or anv other ciicumslanww tor 

which the wrOwWoo I? rimer mawi by DOD or LA DO f to be iechnu ;riq one;.: a mod
mm on reOsw-e.

.mo

m/w.UOnOihl PROCESS

fisc DOD w 0 be wspomooie for acceuurg, roonconng, reserving, and aosmy a etc Ml 

i equesfs few APZs. Although requests for ApZs may initially iso submihed from the public 

to other deoanmems, if Is necessary for those other departments lo refer or forward 
the requests to DOD for their consideration.

Once a request for an APZ is received by LADOT, they will perform ;w evaluation of the

requested location and conditions and assign it a category (Section 2a..2d),

Deployment of DOD personnel shall commence with the current queue of APZ 

applications. These include the "'backlog*' of over 660 completed applications, received 
by I AOOT and DOD Once /Of?, which have been vetted for validity, arid which at 

application criteria (name, address, cony of valid parking placard, etc.), has been 

received and qualified. Farm new application received mall be sowed m dm wow 

applicarion process, worn evaluations scheduled on an as-received bans.

a.

b.

c.
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'i;W inipnjy-.rrt;'• j, a on when cumokded, w:r rfy I ADOT. and i ADOT wru 

provide prior fly Installation of APZ, based on previous conditional approval. 

(Conditional approvals witi expire after 2 years, unless otherwise specified} 

Stmcturalh/ Impractical or Techmealty Infeasible DOD may discuss with 

LADOT and OPW, to determine if any other reasonable accommodations am 
possible.

re.

■•/, and then notify requestor that request is Infeasible.

Is a conflict between the desired location and existing curb 

the LADOT shall determine whether an APZ is feasible at 

i, and work with the DOD to identify if a reasonable 

bon can be provided at an alternate location, 

is a conflict between the desired location and existing 

obstacles adjacent to the desired API?,, including storm drain, catch 

basin, trees, street lights, utility poles, newspaper racks, bus shelters, 
art, itkiTy rabmeys, puli bone, no-ffic signal equipment, and other 

norm, the DRW and i ADO i shall determine whether their facilities can 

be i examied, and DOD wki work wall LADOT to identify if a reasonaoie 

accommodation can he provided at an alternate location.
A flow chart detailing the evaluation orocoss is attached.sc

4. REQUIRED NUMBER OF APZ

a. Where owshmei parking is provided on the block perimeter and the parking is marked

or motored, a minimum number of parking spaces must be accessible and comply with 

Dm mrhmfW requirements ior parking spaces In PROVvAG Chapter R2, R214. Lor ovwy 

2S marked or metered parking spaces on the block perimeter, up to IOC spaces, one 

parking space must be art wuble Lor every eddibonm TO oarking spaces on the mock 
mu Imei or between 1 oi a.:d LOO spaces, an additional park if m space max oe wxwwmw 

Whew an -a i nan LOG u.mL'ny umcm ur or owned on dm block non? now; a :-r:- ;>w w

■ : m ki -g wwww ree: t O- w msubD. Dimmed parking aarlndes am wng metered !>y 

uwkwg nay Addons. Whew narking w metered by parking pav stances and the parking 

;s nD marked, each continuous 20 feet of the clock oerrmeter where parking A 

permitted is counted as one parking space for determining the minimum number or 
accessible parking spaces.

b. Where on-street parking is provided, and none of the parking spaces on the block 

perimeter are marked or metered, there is no minimum number of accessible parking 

spaces required.

c. When mquests for multiple on-street APZs are requested on a block with no marked 

parking spawns, refer io PROWAG Chapter R2, R2. IQ as 3 guide £o? how many AP7s may 

be appropriate to provide on the block perimeter. LADOT shall determine whether to 

provide .my APZs beyond tire suggested minimum amounts, after discussing with DOD. 

m order to nakmex the overall parking needs on the block.
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w MARKING APT

a. mo current version of the Cardans' Standard Pimm -for Awwssllde idwwirw On Snwof pep 

A90B snail be used for designing accessible parking dsahiies. The on Oneef APZ requ.res 

biue painted curb, signs designating the APR with the disabled person symbol and the 

minimum fine. Where a conventional, midbbek APZ 3 provided with a curb ramp, then 

pavement markings are also required to designate the accessibility aisles. Ahern ere 

ether requirements soecified in Standard Plan A90B. Except for plans being conwructed 

by private contractors, the LA DOT shall design, install, and maintain all AP/.

b. I or roadway configurations where Ca'irons' Standard a A ns y u At ress-hie Pertm?r On

Street RSP A908 err- not applicable, mch ms for mo3 rm way -a. roel s 

or svhero protected bike Mews arc used, I ADOf wiii use onglnwu ing iu demon! i o 

provide an operational solution Wat allows reasonable access to the dosigrmwd parkiiu; 
tone(s).

ENFORCEMENT OF APZ

a, ilie LADOT wlii be dm pOirui! y enforcement agency ior AP7 yionunww wthwwh I /wp or 

other policing agencies may also enforce violations, dm blue painted c urb rone and the 
sign designating the soace as a disabled persons' narking space are both required f0!- uK, 

APZ to be enforceable. Refer to LAMC Section 80 A>/ for enforcement authority, and 

S9.60 for penalties.

7. REMOVAL OF LEGACY APZ

a, existing Adds ('legacy APZ'') Including any signs, bice card /ores, and pavemwu

markings associated with the existing APZ, may be removed under the followmg 

conditions, or where it Is necessary to nrohAsd on 0 rent pwking for safety reasons: 
I. Single Family ResidersikA (R! Zone) A/ho; 1 hri n I wring ADA - mupAiW

ebowaik AND ; i,hs ; amors; Era ,wwr dm AP/. Mr uaw maw be ; ms.vss d 

: s cams too la v/uii an from Urn or ope Ay nwwn A ; I" a weiro 

exlAo and svhero a pelidon of other ciocimmru oernoriSt rw mg support fo 

remove tire APZ o submitted mom at Mast /A percent of the property owners on 

the same side of the street segment wnero the APZ 3 (including the proper ;.y 
where the APZ exists).

Single Family Residential (R1 Zone) Where there is no existing ADA compliant 

sidewalk AND curb rarnp(s) that serve the APZ, the zone may be removed if 

requesteci in writing from the property owner 0f the address where the APZ 

exists, ana cowigrted, or accompanied by written statement, in support of the 

removai of the APZ, from both neighboring property owners In some rasw, this 

may include rhe oroperty owner(s) around the corner(s), as determined by DOD. 
fVIrdts-FamHy Residential or Commercial - vVow'n rhere o existing .ADA

? *

whw ; 1- Ap-

compliant sidewalk AND cmh ramnfa) rf-at serve Me APZ, the existing ALA I
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considered ?: [while boned?'. and shoufd rmi bn removed 
parking g permitted at that rocabcm 

MyltiMormfy Residential or Commercial Where them is existing ADA 

compliant sidewalk ADD curb ramp(s) that serve the AP2. tire existing APZ may 

be '"emoved when l.ADOT Is dfrc=r;ted to ho so by a letter from the 
Councilrnemb&r representing the affected area.

Muiti-FarrhSy Residential or Comrmerdsi; • 'Where there is no existing ADA 

compliant sidewalk OR curb r3rnp(s) that serve the APZ, the existing APZ may bo 
mmoved if requested In writing from the property owner of the address where 

the APZ exists, and co-slgned, or accompanied by written statement, in support 

or the removal of the APZ, from both neighboring property owners 

cases, this may include the property ownerfs) around the corner(s)

Other non-residentlal or noroeommerda! zones Apply standards similar to 

Single Family Residential (Rj /norm Amending on existing infrastructure., as we 

w Or acAenrwiauon by DOD on v/helher the existing APIs are required to be 

refamed for public benoflL DOD i 

these cases.

as iong as on 1 tree?

iv.

v.

n some

v n

authorized to use technical discretion rn

tAOOT retains the right to removo and/or relocate any APZ part of its
function to operate the City's transportation system. l.ADOT will coordinate with

as

DOD regarding the r crnoval and/or relocation of APZs, This is necessary to 

accommodate future requests for new traffic control devices, the repurposing 

of roam, or when sfandw'ds are undated, :u Mow flexible accessibility option-, 
for new development.

S. miASOhlABcc ACCOMMODATION ZROCFSS

7 uwaww .wcewiwDy wYhou? Dio mew 
• remunenon Alter,Cove: h; oxMme ? ■?:. F if ie> go .Ky Wrw- to he wade wooswbw u 

OW 'v-rp,,.(;

7= A1 uudons, un cpcrci;) h)W?Wn

are oda mm- iDM Lw.bon •!. j.6h DOD win b 

eedmai/ed to make all final ueterminabonc ..moot accessibility and reasonable

pi oviuna.; .a.

accommodate ns.

b, i or rrnab'ock APZ locations, the reasonable: accommodation standards for street

segments coned as multi-farniiy residential and commercial, are significantly different 

than those for single-family residential, or other land uses. At locations where requests 

for rnidhiock APZs are received, and ramps do not exist, the necessity for a ramp in 

order to provide a reasonable accommodation in a Single-family residential 

neighborhood will be determined by DOD. At locations that are zoned as multi-family 

ideniia! or commerciaL a ramp sbenhi be moulded for a nmobiock APZ, unless thorn 

are special reasons identified by DOD where a ramp is not necessary, and where 

alternative reasonable accommodations can he provided, in other And uses, such as 

mriussoai 0? near oarks, reasonable accommodations, including the necessity to provide 

midblock ramps, shall be the determination of 000.

: ; ■■
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m if a technical miewuniLfy exists Decause of tocography or anothei Tacwp rhion a

transition plan may bo set in place to allow for Interim accornmodalaons With enough 

flexibility to accommodate future compliance improvements, when they become 

feasible ftsennicaUy infeasible sites have existing physical or site constraints that 

prohibit modifications or addition elements, spaces or features that are m foil strict 

compliance with the minimum requirements, ADA 2010, Standard 106.5). Examples 

may include sidewalks with nomcornpHant limited space that cannot be 'Widened, or a 

sidewalk on a hillside neighborhood with steep non-cornpliant topography,

d. For cases where APZs are requested to address an issue that is more about loading than 

parking, such as where paratransif, school buses or other specialty transit services 

desire a designated space to load or unload riders with disabilities, APZs are 

inappropriate, and LADOT is authorized to identify and implement alternate solutions, if 
feasible.

APPEAL PROCESS

3. Hie DOD is aulhoroed to promulgate and administer a review and appeal process for 

APZ requests that have been denied.

b. in cases whore requests for APZs are received with conflicting levels of requested 

accommodations, DOD shall work with LADOT and DPW to determine the most 

re a s o n a h I e a c c o rn n i o d a don p r o c e s s.

y,

AN EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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